
L 1. POSTERUS PRAECOX 

Eugene Bleuler (1857-1939), an influential figure in early psy

chiatry, was not only the first to speak of 'depth psychology· 

but also. in 1908, coined the term ·schizophrenia'. A correspond

ent with Freud, he also met with Velikovsky and prefaced the 

latter's early paper on neural telepathy.1 In a 1921 book (whose 

second-edition title translates as Natural History of the Soul 

and of Your Becoming Conscious: Mnemonist Biopsychology), 

Bleuler wrote of the psychic disintegrations symptomatic of 

schizophrenia as representing a kind of centrifugal unpeeling 

into separate, yet parallel. biopsychic units. This gives reason, 

he inferred, to think of consciousness itself as an aggregate 

system of nested inclusions, and accordingly Bleuler claimed 

that he saw no ·scientific reason to limit the psyche to t he 

conscious functions': 

It is possible. or not yet dismissed. that consciousness arises In 

very different places: it Is not out of the question that In the same 

organism there are truly several psyches. or, several very different 

kinds of consciousness: autonomous complexes of the human 

cortical tissue [RindenplastJkJ. 'souls' of the spinal cord and its 

foci, phylogenetic consciousnesses residing In the same brain, 

alongside the individual's psyche. yes. even a conscious psyche 

from the functioning of bodily organs is conceivable-yet, of 

course, this would be even less like our cortical-psyche [Rin

denpsycheJ than the buzz of a beetle ... 

What Bleuler referred to as the ·split-off segment-psyches In 

schizophrenics' he saw as representing a relapse, down the 

1. Velikovsky, Mankind ,n Amnesia, 23, and 'Uber die Energetik der Psyche'. 
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spinal pylon, to less centralized. more segmented forms of 

consciousness. 2 Schizophrenia could then be read as a retro

gression through what Bleuler had elsewhere called the'. phylo

psyc he ', or 'Psychoide'- the registry and agglomerated 

mneme-stack of all the subcortical accretions comprising our 

'central nervous system'.3 

Bleuler had inherited the diagnostic category of what he 

eventually came to taxonomize as 'schizophrenia' from Emil 

Kraepelin (1856-1926), who first brought sustained attention 

to the illness in the late 1890s. Kraepelin had referred to the 

affliction as 'dementia praecox·. (Defined by precociousness 

of onset-or what is essentially an untimely madness-schiz

ophrenia has always been a horological sickness.) For Kraepe

lin, ·one of the creators of psychophysical research into posture', 

rigid and bizarre spinal poise quickly became a key indicator for 

diagnosis of the condition.4 He highlighted the negativism and 

catatonia of patients displaying 'praecox· symptoms. and, as 

Sander Gilman records, 

Researchers argued that there was some type of vestibular 

involvement that could be used to explaln the perceived S-curve 

of schizophrenic posture. Such schizophrenic postures, along 

with other physical signs such as shuffling gait. 1nftexlbility of the 

neck and shoulders and a resting posture, were explained [as] a 

2. E. Bleuler, Noturgeschichte der See!e und lhres Bewsstwerdens: Eine 
Elementorpsycho/og/e (Berlln: Springer Verlag. 1921), 71. 

3. E. Bleuler, Ole Psycho/de o/s Prinzip der orgonlschen Entwlck/ung 
(Berlin: Springer Verlag. 1925), 11. 

4. S.L. Gilman, Stand Up Straight!: A History of Posture (London: Reaktlon, 
2018), 129. 

regression to primitive labyrinthine reflex, characterized by ftexion, 

internal rotation and adduction. 5 

One article, published in The Lancet in 1902, focused on schiz

oid postural stereotypies. prominent among them ·attitudes of 

crouching like a beast'.6 Again, the malady was understood as 

a time sickness. 

Kraepelin may have popularized the term 'dementia prae

cox·. but its first recorded usage comes from Heinrich Sch0le 

( 1840-1916). The elder German psychiatrist had already homed 

in on the catatonic and postural aspect of such illnesses, tax

onomizing them as acute forms of 'cerebrospinal insanity 

[cerebrospinalen Verrucktheit]'.7 In his 1880 Handbuch der 

Geisteskrankheiten (Handbook on Spirit-Maladies). Sch0le. 

seemingly in a moment of abandonment to enthusiasm. writes 

of schizoid mental states as being the 'delusional dream-flow

ers [wahnhafte Traumbluten] of the spinal nerve-tree [spina

len Nervenbaum] from which they blossom-the hallucinations 

of an abnormally functioning sentience-nerve'.8 

From Vellkovsky through Bleuler-from the 'immortality' 

of experience to the privately recorded biographies of our 

Rindenplastik and its spinal nerve-tree-early psychiatrists 

and psychoanalysts were all drawing upon a notion of 

·memory' that had dominated late nineteenth-century thought. 

5. Ibid .. 131. 

6. Anon .. 'The Stereotyped Attitudes and Postures of the Insane 1n Regard 

to Diagnosis and Prognosis', The Lancet 159:4094 (1902). 465-6. 

7 H. Sch01e, ·zur Katatonie-Frage: Eine klinlsche Studie'. Allgemeine 

Ze,tschrift fur Psychiatr!e und Psychisch-gerichtliche Medlzin 54 (1898). 
515-25: 516. 

8. H. Schule, Handbuch der Geisteskrankheiten (Leipzig: Vogel, 1880). 459. 
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Fig.19. Delusional dream-ftowers of the spinal nerve-tree 

Therein. the idea of ·mnemonics' had risen to the posit ion of 

explaining t he very tendency for universal matter to assume 

persistent form and exhibit regularities. Characteristic of this 

general trend. Charles Sanders Peirce asked 'may not the laws 

of physics be habits gradually acquired by systems'?9 In other 

words, might the synechistic shape of our universe be a ques

tion of habit-formation and habit-retention? Here. 'memory' 

and 'cosmogony' became the same thing, essentially making 

the universe something like a gigantic nervous system. How

ever. unlike Acheropoulos·s later intimations. this memory was 

utterly and totally unconscious. 

9. C.S. Peirce, 'Design and Chance·. in Writings of Chor/es S. Pe/roe: A 
Chronologlco/ Edition. ed. C.J.W. Kloesel (Indianapolis: Indiana University PfeSS. 
4 vols .. 1989) vol. 4. 553. 

L2. ENGRAPHY & ECPHORY: 
NO BRAIN REQUIRED 

In order to explain his theory of the 'phylo-psyche' in the 1920s. 

Eugene Bleuler would borrow generously from the late eight

eenth-century t heory of 'organic memory' or 'mnemic psy

chology'. Prior to the emergence of a proper genetic theory 

or mechanism of inheritance. this briefly influential school of 

thought had attempted to explain instinctual behaviour by 

simply collapsing biographical memory into biological hered

ity: casting both as modalities of matter's universal tendency 

toward inscription. Given the v iew of temporality lurking 

behind Spinal Catastrophism. movement in time is under

standable primarily in terms of divergence in precocity or 

belatedness. differentia of tempo. and variant complexes of 

remembrance and forgetfulness. This inevitably lends itself 

to a vision of nat ure as a great system of retention. In par

t icular, however. nervous systems were singled out and stud

ied as t he prime medium for nature's processes of inscription 

and memorization. Indeed, the idea that autonomic processing 

and reflexive behaviours could be accounted for as a type of 

inherited. nonconscious memory formed the common back

drop against which Freud, Ferenczi. and Jung would develop 

their theories on the matter. Envisioning a 'physiology of the 

unconscious·, the Viennese physiologist Ewald Hering (1834-

1918) first postulated that neuroanatomy and nervous func

t ioning is a question of memory-traces in an 1870 lecture 

entitled 'Memory as a Universal Function of Organized Matter·., 

Later crossing paths with Freud, Hering condensed his 

1. E. Hering. Ober dos Gedochtnls o/s eine allgeme,ne Funktion der organ-

1s1erten Materle (Leipzig: Engelmann. 1905). 
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outlook into the apothegm 'Instinct is the memory of the 

species'.2 

Writing a few decades after Hering's innovations. the Ger

man biologist Richard Semon (1859-1918), who had studied 

alongside Haeckel. inherited and formalized Hering's work. 

Inventing a technical vocabulary for the study of organic mem

ory, he called Hering's memory-traces 'mnemes· and ·engrams', 

also introducing the terms 'engraphy' for their study and 

·ecphory' for their recall.3 (Semen's work exerted a direct influ

ence on many of the figures discussed above, from Jung, who 

cites Semon approvingly, to Burroughs, who diagnosed engrams 

as 'living viruses': Reich's library also contained works by 

Semon.)4 Semon spoke of memories being laid down as phys

iological micro-alterations to the CNS, deposited via 'chrono

logic stratification'.5 With Semon having thus paved the way 
for a generalized physiology of memory, scientists were soon 
raving about how spinal cords are endowed with memory

indeed, are nothing but ossified memory-deposited lamina 

2. This apt slogan 1s anributed to Her1ng by the myrmecolog1st neuroanato

m1st August Fore!. See A.H. Forel, The Socio/ World of Ants Compared to that 
of Man. tr. C.K. Ogden (London: Putnam, 2 vols .. 1928), vol. 2, 10. For Hering's 

relatlOnSh1p to Freud, see Sulloway, Freud. B1olog1st of the Mind, 274. 

3. R. Semon. Die Mneme o/s erha/tendes Pnnz/p im Wechsel des organlS
chen Geschehens (le1pz19: Engelmann, 1904): Die mnem,schen Empfindun
gen in ihren Beziehungen zu den Originalempfindungen (Leipzig Engelmann. 

1909): see also D.l. Schacter. Forgotten Ideas. Neglected Pioneers: Richard 
Seman and the Story of Memory (London: Routledge, 2011). 

4. On Jung and Semon see S. Shamdasant. Jung and the Making or 
Modern Psychology: The Dream of a Science (Cambridge: Cambridge Unl

ve<s1ty Press. 2003), 234: Burroughs, The Ticket That Exploded, 17; Strick. 
Wilhelm Reich. Biolog1sr, 367. 

5. R Semon, Mnem,c Psychology, tr. B Duffy (New York: Allen and Unwln. 
1923), 171-5. 

upon delicate lamina. One such researcher, Theodule-Armand 

Ribot, claimed that 'memory is essentially a biological fact, acci

dentally a psychological fact'.6 Another proclaimed that. '[l]ike 

the brain, the spinal-cord has. so to speak, its memory'.7 Yet 

another proclaimed that. given these premises, it would be 

wrong to presume that the amphioxus, a small marine animal 

that possesses a spinal cord but no head, 'has no conscious

ness because it has no brain', and that. if it thus 'be admitted 

that the little ganglia of the invertebrate can form a conscious

ness, the same may hold good for (our] spinal cord'.8 Which 

allows us to finally give an answer to the question 'What Is it 

Like to Be a Back?': it is like being an amphioxus-which, indeed, 

1s Just another way of saying that we all have a lancelet lodged 

in our lumbar spine. 

Ernst Haeckel. that master of recapitulatory reverie. wrote 

1n his Die Weltrotsel ( The World-Riddle) of 1899 of the various 

memory deposits compacted throughout our bodies as various 

forms of 'plasm'. In an essay on the 'protoplasmania' rife in 

scientific culture during the period, Robert Michael Brain notes 

that 'protoplasm served as a kind of graphical recording appa

ratus, a medium for the inscription of forces acting in the organic 

world'.9 Haeckel took this protoplasmania to its limits. Citing 

Hering as inspiration, he claimed that the 'chief difference 

6. T. -A. Ribot. Diseases of Memory: An Essay in the Pos1tiVe Psychology, tr. 

W.H. Smith (New York: Appleton. 1882), 10. 

7. H. Maudsley, The Physiology of Mind (New York, 1889), 149. 

8. T.-A. Ribot. L'Hered,re: ttude psycholag,que sur ses phenamenes. ses 
lo,s, ses causes (Paris, 1873). 310. 

9 R.M. Brain, 'Protoplasmania: Huxley, Haeckel, and the Vibratory Organ
ism 1n late Nineteenth-Century Science and Art', 1n B. Larson and F Brauer 

(eds.). The An of Evolut,an: Darwin, Darwinisms. and Visual Culture (Hanover, 

NH: Dartmouth College Press. 2009), 112. 
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between the organic and inorganic worlds' lies in the farmer's 

capacity for active engraphy and ecphory. Haeckel therefore 

spoke of the 'psychoplasm' of the nervous system and of the 

'neuroplasm' of the 'ganglionic cells and their fibres' as the chief 

medium of inscription. The ganglionic cells of the spinal 9()rd 

were 'soul-cells' or 'cytopsyches' which inscribe and recall 

unconscious mnemonic material (these cells were further tax
onomized into afferent 'sensitive cells' and efferent 'will cells'). 

These 'innumerable social cells' make up the 'cell-community' 

of the nervous system. Memory, however, isn't only neurologi

cal but also, Haeckel thought, histological. ( He even spoke of 

'molecular memory'.) Living is nothing but recollecting. The whole 

life-system is a system of mnemonics- where 'even in the 

simplest unicellular protist sensations may leave a permanent 

trace in the psychoplasm'-and where cell communities knit 

themselves togetlier precisely so they can better remember.10 

Haeckel claimed that only such a schema could explain 'the 

origin of the "a priori ideas" of man': they were 'originally formed 

empirically by his predecessors', through various alterations and 

perturbations to the inherited plasm-nexus. This was. for Hae
ckel, the 'embryology of the soul'.11 

Like Haeckel, Samuel Butler (1835-1902), who translated 

Hering, championed engraphy as putting 'the backbone [into] 

the theory of evolution·.12 In his Unconscious Memory (188o), 

Butler talked enthusiastically of the 'memory of the nervous 

system·, averring that the recollections contained within even 

10. Peirce was also impressed by the habit-forming and retentive propensi

ties of slime moulds and protoplasms. See Peirce, 'Man·s Glassy Essence', In 
Collected Papers, vol. 5, 165. 

11. Haeckel, Riddle of the Universe, 108. 

12. S. Butler, Unconscious Memory (London: Bogue, 1880), 8. 

the ·sympathetic ganglionic system [are) no less rich than [those] 

of the brain and spinal marrow'.13 Within Butler's grand engraphic 

vision, the innervated organism is nothing but a compacted 

memeplex of nature's universal past, expressed physically via 

stacked ganglion laminae. A body is nothing but glaciated time, 

the CNS its read/write (engraphy/ecphory) relay. 

Writing on retrograde amnesia, Ribot noted that. in increas

ingly severe cases of the illness, the final memories to disappear 

were those belonging 'to that inferior order of memory having 

,ts seat in the cerebral ganglia, the medulla, and the spinal cord'.14 

With such thinking rife among the scientific community, it was 

ent irely inevitable that the spine should come, contemporane

ously, to be considered as the physiological seat of the uncon

scious. The fascinating figure of Eduard van Hartmann (who, 

along with Hering, is also treated in Butler's Unconscious 

Memory) exemplifies this position. Progenitor of Schelling and 

Goethe as well as terminarch of their grand metaphysical tra

dition, Hartmann-though now largely forgotten-was a titanic 

figure within nineteenth-century German intellectual life. Post

Schopenhauerian nihilism and pre-Freudian depth psychology 

form the poles around which van Hartmann's embracing met

aphysic revolves, and his hulking multi-volume Philosophie des 

Unbewussten (Philosophy of the Unconscious), released in 

1869, was read widely and singlehandedly triggered a 'pessimism 

controversy' in Germany.15 (From this controversy we gain the 

word 'We/tschmerz'-literally, 'world-pain'-which was minted 

to denote a nihilistic world-weariness characteristic of the day.) 

13. Ibid .. 116. 

14. Ribot. Diseases of Memory, 121. 

15. F.C. Beiser, Weltschmerz: Pessimism in Germon Philosophy, 1860- 1900 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2016). 
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At one point in time, Hartmann was even mentioned in the same 
breath as Hegel; It 1s Nietzsche who is largely responsible for 

writing Hartmann out of history, describing his account of the 
upswell of consciousness-from its 'first throb' to its bitter 

end-as one 'huge joke'.16 Joke or not. Hartmann's philosophi. 

cal opus stages the impressive and sweeping evolut10nary drama 

of a cosmic unconscious blindly assembling itself, from proto

plasm to primate, from somnolence to sapience. Kapp rightly 

called it a 'panentheism of the unconscious·. Yet despite its 

staggering speculative grandeur, Hartmann was keen to ground 

his system in contemporary empirical findings. Accordingly, it 

should come as no surprise that neurology played a significant 

role (there is a lengthy appendix, for example, on 'The Physiol

ogy of the Nerve-Centres'). 

Utilizing his impressive knowledge of neuroanatomy, Hart

mann rallied the engraphic ideas of t he time to argue that 

spines-as mnemonic ladders-provide pathways into the 

prehistory of the cosmogonic unconscious. Following contem

porary physiological understanding, Hartmann stressed the 
ontogenetic and phylogenetic parallelisms of the development 

of centripetaliz1ng cephalization: 'the whole nervous system 

arises [both] phylogenetically and embryogenetically' from 

peripheralized and decentralized nervous nets toward con

solidation upon the encephalizing brain, he observed.17 In both 

the development of individuals and of the species, Hartmann 

saw successive waves of centralization-threading 'ganglionic 

cells' upward through the rising 'spinal centres' into the 

16. F. Nietzsche, The Use and Abuse or History, tr, A. Collins (Indianapolis: 

The Liberal Arts Press, 1957). 56. 

17. E von Hartmann. Ph1/osophy of the Unconsc10us. tr. W.C. Coupland 
(New York: Routledge. 3 vols .. 2000), vol. 1. 259. 

1.~. t,o,dc, ... _.._ 
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Fig. 20. Hartmann on cephalizat1on. 
From Phlfosophy of the Unconscious (New York: Routledge. 2000) 

brain-as heralding oncoming Intensifications of 'individuation'.
18 

Accordingly, to travel down one's nervous system, as Ballard 

would later have his pioneer of neuronics suggest, is to travel 

into the past of the species. Spinal katabasis is temporal _recid

ivus. For Hartmann, indeed, somnambulism represented a 

temporary regression toward more ancient, less centralized, 

life form19-precisely the same idea that lies behind Ferenczi's 

later intimation of 'spinal sleep'. 
Sleepwalking and adjacent states had long been f reighted 

with such connotations: preceding the mid-nineteenth-century 

development of hypnotherapy (via the combination of the 

extant mesmerism with more modern neurology, in what one 

18. ibtd., vol. 3. 246 

19. Ibid .. vol. 3. 250. 
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Scottish surgeon dubbed 'neurypnology'), practitioners of the 

earlier eighteenth century had recorded inducing various 'inner 
body experiences' in themselves or their subjects whereby 

the somnambulist's conscious sensorium would sink from the 

head down toward the solar plexus-from the CNS's enceph. 

alon to the trunk's ANS (Ballard's 'thoracic drop').20 This notion 

of sacral sensoria was popular amongst magnetists and mes

merists, and there are numerous accounts of somnambulant 
subjects seeing, feeling, and thinking within their trunks rather 

than their skulls.21 Schopenhauer, speaking of the 'complete 

removal of the brain's power' in such states, recorded how 

practitioners reported that their executive function was entirely 

transplanted into the 'plexus safaris'. This epigastric nerve cen

tre, as a delegate sensorium, thereafter acts as a 'deputy' and 

takes 'over the function of the brain'. On this matter, Schopen

hauer relays the 

statements of all clairvoyant somnambulists that their conscious

ness now has its seat entirely in the pit of the stomach where 

their thinking and perceiving are carried on as they were previ

ously in the head. 22 

Despite remaining incredulous regarding this phenomenon of 

what he called the ·cerebrum abdominafe', Schopenhauer him

self had theorized that dreams are caused when the sleeping 

brain, starved of external stimuli and input from the sensory 

20. J. Braid. Neurypnology; or, the Rationale of Nervous Sleep, Considered 
in Relation with Anunol Mognelism (London, 1843). 

21. See J.H. Petetin, Electricite on/mole (Paris, 1808), 8. 

22. A Schopenhauer. Porergo ond Porolipomeno: Short PMosoph,col ESSGYS, 
tr. E.F.J. Payne (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2 vols .. 1974). vol. 1. 242. 

organs, makes up for this by intercepting interoceptive mes

saging from the lower spinal regions and converting such signal 

1nto the brain's own native language-that of a spatiotempo

rally extended, three-dimensional world. In other words, when 
we dream. we literally inhabit a spinal landscape.23 Oneirology 

is orthopaedics. Hartmann (who was, of course. greatly inspired 

by Schopenhauer) similarly attributed a distinct kind of proto

cognitive autonomy to the spine. He explained his position in 

a long footnote: 

The functions of the spinal cord in the higher animals may be lik

ened to the performances of a man who Is prevented by hisser

vitude to a strict master from working out his many-sided 

tendencies, and is obliged to constantly devote himself to a well

detined and limited sphere of labour. The spinal cord of the higher 

animals Is, as It were, simplified by Its constant necessitation to 

hodman's services for the behoof of the bra,n; but the inference 

is illogical that It has lost consciousness and will (which it mani

festly possesses in lower animals), since indeed in the sphere of 

activity reserved to it displays distinct intelligence, and In abnormal 

pathological cases Is wont to take part also In the Vtcarious execu

tion of more Independent tasks.24 

Hartmann thus compared the brain to a mere factory foreman 

atop a grand assemblage that. more or less, runs itself. One 

cannot but think here of ailments such as Alien Hand Syn

drome, where limbs appear to manifest a will of their own, 

entirely separate from-and even antagonistic to-the brain's 

executive processing. Hartmann's physiophilosophy clearly 

23. Ibid. vol. 1. 236. 

24. Hartmann, Ph/losophy of the Unconscious. vol. 3, 237- 8n. 
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makes room for the conceptual possibility of A/ten Spine S}IT). 

drome, Just as the nineteenth-century institution of the factory 

simultaneously made possible the strike and labour militancy. 

And, as Lawrence of course would later announce, revolutions 

roll upwards from the oldest. salamandrine portions of the spine. 

The context for all this speculation was the emergence of 

a unified theory of cerebrospinal function around 18oo. As far 

back as Galen, curious medics had observed that paralyses 

were often localized to the area beneath the level of spinal 

injury (with attenuating severity, the lower down the damage), 

yet spinal function remained obscure until the Enlightenment.25 

Studying continuing coordination in decapitated frogs, scien

tists such as Robert Whytt (1714-1766) began postulating, in 

the mid-eighteenth century, a separate 'sentient principle' 

autochthonous to the backbone, thereby initiating a parade of 

laboratory acephali: carving open the spines of vivisected pup

pies and pricking each nerve sequentially, subsequent neuro

physiologists such as Sir Charles Bell (1774-1842) and Fran90is 

Magendie (1783-1855). during the opening decades of the 

nineteenth century, mapped the separate sensory and motor 
pathways-or afferent and efferent neurons-of the backbone. 

( Magendie, in particular, was 'the exemplar of the evil scientist', 

known for his extremely gruesome and cruel methodologies of 

vivisection.)26 Sensory and motor pathways evince different 

'directions of fit' for nervous function: the former allow us to 

feel the world, the latter allow us to effect change upon it. 

25. See A.P. Wickens, A History of rhe Brain: From Stone Age Surgery to 
Modern Neuroscience (London: Taylor and Francis, 2015). 

26. M.N. Ozer, 'The Bnt,sh VivIsectton Controversy', Bulletin or the H1stOfY 
of Medicine 40:2 (1966), 158-67; and see C.R. Galllstel, 'Bell. Magendle. and 
the Proposals to Restnct the Use of Animals ,n Neurobehavloral Research', 
Amer/con Psychologist 36:4 (1981). 357-60. 

Spinal function was beginning to be unveiled, and, so too, the 

private life of the backbone. It was Marshall Hall (1790-1857) 

who, performing experiments on decapitated eels and snakes. 

provided a view of this autonomous spinal life by successfully 

providing a cartography of the reflex arcs: integrative sensory

motor responses, spinally native, and requiring no functional 

participation from the brain. Hall found that many processes

'rom respiration to vomiting-work in this way. No brain is 

required. One could now witness the body as a nested conge

rie of integrated-yet modular-subroutines. stacked verte

brally in a spinal hierarchy.27 Each paraxial Juncture of 

reflex-signal could operate autonomously ('reflexively') without 

cerebral-passthrough or brain-arbitrage. Hall's reflex theory. in 

other words, led to a devolution, decerebration, and decen

tralization of conscious function.28 This then is the background 

for what Lewis, almost a century later, would decry as eroding 

of autarchy for the 'subject' of Western history. It is the neu

rophysiological root of Freud's later notion that we are not 

masters in our own home. Our own bodies have a rich private 

ltfe-or indeed socio! life, since the nervous system is already 

legion. As later celebrated by Haeckel's cell-communitarianism, 

the CNS here became a synergetic colony of individual 'proto

minds' (like 'zooids' within a compound superorganism), all 

infinitesimally graded from unconscious to apperceptive (each 

perhaps generating different tempos, time-tolerances, and 

27. Hall saw the mind as Just such a hierarchy. 'Upon the cerebrum the soul 
sits enthroned', receIvIng ·ambassadors' from 'the sentient nerves' and 'send· 
tng forth Its emissaries and plenipotentlanes' along 'the voluntary nerves'. See 
M. Hall, On the Diseases and Derangements of the Nervous System (London. 

1841). 3. 

28. J. Staroblnskl. Act,on ond Reocrion, tr. S. Hawkes and J. Fort (New York: 

Zone Books, 1999), 145-6. 
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chronoceptive granularities). From Butler to Nietzsche, Bleuler 

to Velikovsky, many excitedly seized on this model. postulating 

various types of 'spinal soul' psychically separate from the 

encephalon. This is precisely what Ferenczi later alluded to 

when he asserted, just as Hartmann had, that the sleeper'has 

only a "spinal soul"'.29 Ultimately, one need not look to the out

side to 'roll from the centre toward x·. one need only look inside. 

After the consllience of this model of nervous funct ion in 

the early 1800s. reflex movements and involuntary movements

now understood as requiring no cerebral sanction-became 

legible as our inner lancelet reawakening and rattling its cage. 

Such actions are phyletic revenants. This is what enabled 

Bataille to see spasmodic laughter and its evolutionarily regres

sive cancellation of cranial perpendicularity as a return to 

amphioxus-being. Indeed, presaging Bataille, Schopenhauer 

would write that he was 'surprised that Marshall Hall does not 

include laughing and weeping among the reflex movements'.30 

Such convulsions, he noted, roll like thunder from t he spine, 

not the brain. These theories. moreover, were precisely the 

context for Hartmann's conviction t hat the brain is largely 

superfluous. With enthusiastic reference to experiments on 

decapitated frogs, to cases of anencephalic children, and to 

the fact that the dismembered parts of a single insect wage 

internecine war upon each other. he surmised that there are 

as many 'independent centres [of will] in the spinal cord as 

there are pairs of spinal nerves issuing therefrom'.31 Hartmann's 

promulgation of this idea would, of course. earn him Lewis's 

later ire: across the distance of half a century, the inveterate 

29. Ferencz!. Thalassa, 75-6. 

30. Schopenhauer, Porergo and Poralipomena, vol. 2, 168. 

31. Hartmann. Philosophy of the Unconscious, vol. 1, 62- 4 and vol. 3, 222. 

modernist would rail against Hartmann's belief that for 'the 

exercise of the Will (or of the Unconscious) no brain at all is 

required'. Lewis vituperated that. delivered from the imposi

tions of a cerebral central authority, a disaggregated and dis

intermediated ·swarm' of spinal 'wills' provides a perfect 'picture 

of the Schopenhauer-van-Hartmann world-picture'.32 Accusing 

his enemies of spinal separatism and secession. the anti-dem

ocrat ic Lewis would see in this picture a dirty deputation of 

mental autocracy, and duly complained that such Tarzan phi

losophers promote the backbone to an 'egalitarian and self

sufficient commonwealth'.33 

Such a 'commonwealth' of proto-minds was also a part of 

the Nietzschean 'world-picture'. 'Person' and 'subject', Nietzsche 

wrote, are 'delusion·: 

A controlled community. At the guide of the body.34 

The brain a jumped-up bureaucrat, a parvenu. Talking of the 

synthetic 'ego' (that 'apparent unity that encloses everything 

like a horizon'), Nietzsche recommended that muscularism 

was a better guide than legalism.35 'The evidence of the body 

32. Lewis, Time and Western Man. 338. 

33. Ibid .. 336. 

34. F. Nietzsche, Kritische Studlenausgabe. ed. G. Colli and M. Montlnarl 

(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 15 vols .. 1967-77), vol. 11. 623- 4: I borrow transla

t10ns of Nietzsche's German from D. Franck. Nietzsche and the Shadow at 

God (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press. 2012). 

35. To fully appreciate Nietzsche's ·guiding thread·. and how it feeds upon 

the contemporary neurological image of the body-as-commonwealth, It 1s 

useful to contrast it with the prior notions of Kant (whom Nietzsche closely 

read). Kant had previously argued that intentionality seems to presuppose the 

ability to follow rules. His argument went something like this: for a Judgement 
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to be 'about' an obJect,ve world-in the sense of picking out the wEry thinga 
are rather than the way they merely seem-it must be capable of being wrong. 
which 1n turn requires some kind of further grasp of the critena for the correct 
use of jlldgable concepts. Such a cnter,a would, of course. have to resemble 
a precept or a rule. However, as Hume had previously noticed, it Is very hard 
to give a naturalistic account of what a rule is. Rules do a lot more than picllt 

out natural items: they truck with shoulds and oughts and other such prater. 

natural pecuhant1es Nietzsche inherited this scepticism and extremIfied It. He 
saw Kant's rules-based account of cognition as the theological residuum of ·a 
sneaky Christian·. See F. Nietzsche, Twll,ght of the Idols. or. How ro f'til/oso. 
phize with o Hommer. tr. R. Pott (Indianapolis: Hackett. 1997), 21-2. A Ml1Qeflng 
sense of enchantment: for even If we no longer enchant the surrounding World, 
we enlightened subjects still remain enchanted by ourselves. and this trick has 
been prolonged well past Its expiry date. Even worse, laws are 'hostile to life'. 
(F Nietzsche, On the Geneology of Moroltry ond Other Wrtrmgs [Cambridge: 

Cambndge University Press. 1994]. 50). 'Every thought. like ftuld lava, builds 
a bulwark around itself and strangulates Itself with "Jaws"', Nietzsche averred 
(Nietzsche, Krit,sche Gesomtousgobe, vol. 7, 1:510-11). He set about, therefore, 
to show how we could do without such outmoded legalisms. But this meant 

giving a new account of what It is to even be a subJ9Ct-albe11 one that stl 
abides by Kant's Innovation of considering the ego as something prodUC8d 

by 'syntheSIS' (as something 'mode through the thInk1ng Itself', In Nietzsche's 
words): an account that thus doesn't take the ego for granted (F. Nietzsche, 
Beyond Good ond Evil: Prelude ro o Phllosophy of the Future [Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press. 2002], 49). Kant's own synthetic account of ln
divlduat,on had been ( as will surprise no one) thoroughly legalistic. Ever the 
ngorlst. he had claimed that 11 IS our capacity to d1st1ngulsh between 'permlssi

ble' and 'impermissible' that marks us out as Individual subjects. In short, this IS 

because two people may hold contradicting beliefs. but one person ought not. 

(Indeed. 11 iS hard to imagine how one person could wilfully and consciously 

endorse a logically contradictory claim. Try It yourself.) For Kant. I am an ind· 
vldual because I repulse Incompatible beliefs. Kantian subjecthood is threaded 

together by COllj(ltntly determrnng declarations of ·1 think' and 'You think' In the 
courthouse of logic: emerging piecemeal from the back-and-forth of what h8 
called 'tribunal'. However. Nietzsche, like Schopenhauer before him, wanted 

to abrade all such petty legality from lntentloriality: making it the power ro 

be-rather than the power co be nght-and thus to submerge the ngonsm of 
rules within a voluptuousness of sheer virulence. 'To be right'. for Nietzsche, IS 

just 'to maximally be'-and to do so most muscularly. This Is Nietzsche's '18W 
of life': to make grand10se and sublime judgements rather than smaU-mlndeCIY 

reveals a tremendous multiplicity', he commended, and 1t Is 

better 'to employ the more easily studied, richer phenomena 

as evidence for the understanding of the poorer'. And so, 

[f]ollowlng the guiding thread of the body, we know man as a 

plurality of animated beings that partly fight each other mutually, 

and partly, being ordered and subordinated to each other. also 

assert the whole Involuntarily, through the assertion of their Indi

vidual beings. 36 

Contemporary neurology's model of consciousness as a nested 

congeries of modular wills, of course. provided the meat for 

the bones of Nietzsche's notion. (Elsewhere enjoining that 

'philosophy, physiology and medicine' must enter a 'most cordial 

and fruitful exchange', Nietzsche would certainly have relished 

the notion of a ·cerebrum abdominale', Insofar as he also 

declared that '"spirit" resembles a stomach more than 

anything'.)57 'There have been innumerable modi cogitandi', he 

announced, clearly following neurology's modular schema: and 

there 'is thus in man as many "consciousnesses" as there are 

beings-in every moment of his existence-which constitute 

his body'. 38 

correct ones. Let the lava ftow. This exterlded, naturally, to his account of Indi

viduation. Given that what we call 'rules' are now a question of virulence rather 

than virtue. so too Is the subject indMduated not by its protocol-obsessed 
adherence to games of logic but by the self-cancelling antagonisms of mynad 

proto-wllls. 

36. Nietzsche, Knc1sche Srudienousgobe. vol. 11. 577- 8. 

37. F. Nietzsche. On the Genealogy of Morality, 37; Beyond Good ond Ev,/, 
122. 

38. Nietzsche. Kntische Srud1enousgobe. vol. 11. 563. 
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Thus the agonism of logical games (the process of sifting legal 

from illegal that individuates subjects for Kant. insofar as two 

people can hold contradictory beliefs but one person cannot) 

is replaced with intestine antagonism and agonistic muscle 

pairings (those biomechanical duos whose conflicting forces 

cancel out into one smooth motion). Rather than emerging 

from deliberative governance, subjecthood emerges from 

somatic strife. To be an individual is to be a warring multitude 

(like Hartmann's squabbling earwig offcuts). The bacchanalian 

revel of Hegel's Phenomenology preface, where a chaos of 

opposing motions mutually cancel out into placid repose, is 

here brought down to earth. Correctness is more a question 

of equilibrioception than ratiocination. Yet it is only through 

waging war -part against part-that a synthetic unity emerges. 

Subjectivity as sinew and subjugation. The pipeline of person

hood isn't a legal run in a logical game (the mutually bolstering 

and bureaucratic pitter patter of 'I think' and 'You think') so 
much as it is a noisy parliament of proto-bra1ns, strung down 

the spine-Nietzsche's guiding thread. 

Schopenhauer had already described Kant's illusory 'unity 

of apperception' as the 'thread of the string of pearls' upon 

which 'all representations are ranged'.39 Nietzsche simply drew 

out the semantic potential of such a phrase. He proclaimed, 

that is, that 'logic' itself is a 'kind of spinal cord for vertebrates•.«i 

A spine, a logical syntax: both provide bulwarks against which 

the lava of thought is forced to flow, like a piston pushed by 

pressure. Yet It Is not legalism that comes first. as the pump In 

the pipeline, but the backbone's synapsing, self-conflicting 

39. Schopenhauer. World as Will and RepresentatiOn, vol. 2. 251: and Ni
etzsche. Knt,sche Studienausgabe. vol. 11. 539. 

40. Nietzsche. Knt,sche Srud,enousgobe. vol. 11. 539. 

strife. For Nietzsche, then, we thread ourselves together not 

by way of regulative rules but along the wilful arcs of the seg

mental spine. We should search for the hydraulic behind syn

thetic unity first, then, through this 'guiding thread of the body'. 

(O]ur life is possible through the interaction of many 1ntelhgences 

highly unequal in value. and thus only through a continual thou

sandfold obeying and ordering-stated in moral terms: through 

the uninterrupted exercise of many virtues. And how could one 

stop speaking morally!41 

To speak morally is to speak belatedly and inertially, however, 

even if one cannot help doing so: for Nietzsche, there is some

thing already superseded in talking in this way. When talking 

of morality it is the illusions of the pallid and hieratic past that 

speak through us, a past already outstaying its welcome, already 

outmoded by some inevitable point of future disillusion. 

(Nietzsche's thought is self-consciously a prelude to the phi

losophy of the future, after all.) In line with this, Nietzsche 

noticed that the 'nervous system has a much broader domain: 

the world of consciousness is appended', and that. in 'the sys

tematization and overarching process of adaptation, it does 

not matter': 

Consciousness. in the second role. just about Indifferent. super

fluous, perhaps destined to disappear, and a perfected automatism 

to take its plaoe-42 

41. Ibid .. vol. 11. 577- 8 

42 F Nietzsche. Nietzsche Werke. ed. G. Colli and M. Montinari (Berhn: 

Walter de Gruyter. 15 vols .. 1971). vol. B. 3:121. 
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Appropriately, Nietzsche seems to have met his demise by w&y 

of syphilitic infection of the CNS, his muscular agonism lapsing 

into the agony of dementia, his ·consciousness·-superftuous 

as it was by his own lights-'destined to disappear'. Indeed, as 
new nervous maladies and neuroses began proliferating during 

the late nineteenth century, it may well have seemed that con

sciousness was at the end of its tether. 

L3. MODERNITY AS WHIPLASH 
AN D SPONDYLOSIS 

The nineteenth-century preoccupation with the backbone's 

'private iife'-whether as pylon of phyletic memory or relay of 

the cosmic unconscious-explains the flourishing of novel, 

now 'extinct' nervous disorders during the Victorian era. It 

seemed that Nietzsche had been correct in his prognosis when 

he viewed the densification and acceleration of information as 

creating a Europe-wide 'over-excitation of the nervous [ ... ] 

powers' and foresaw that, in modernization, 'the demands on 

the nervous system are too grand', 1 the implication being that 

the expansion of our mental powers via telegraphy also extended 

our scope for neurosis. 

The most prominent of these modern ailments was 'railway 

spine': a post-traumatic condition attributed to the abrupt 

lurch of the global transport networks then piecing themselves 

together. Caused by the 'significant jolts of acceleration' some

times experienced in early train carriages. railway spine was

just like whiplash during the automobile age-an elusive and 

baffling illness that was more the invention of contemporary 

medico-legal incentives and cultural fears than a real neural 

d1sorder.2 Railway spine was characterized by a miasma of 

unsettling post-traumatic symptoms, ranging from malaise to 

immobility, from chronic pain to a full-on state of nervous col

lapse. First diagnosed by John Eric Erichsen in 1866, much 

F. Nietzsche, Human, All Tao Human: A Boak for Free Spirits. tr. R.J. 
Holhngdale (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 116: and NI• 
etzsche. Werke, vol. 8, 3:226. 

2. A.C. Croft, 'Blomechanics', In S.M. Foreman and A.C. Croft (eds.). Whip· 
lash Injuries: The Cervical Accelerarion/Decelerarian Syndrome (Philadelphia. 
PA: Lippincott Williams and WIikins, 2002), 54. 
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was written on the topic in the ensuing decades, with heart

breaking case studies of lives destroyed by phantom damage 

to the spine.3 Most terrifying of all for the prudent Victorian · 

mind was the implication that there were no real lesions or 

concussions, the condition bringing about such a ·state of col

lapse from fright, and from fright only'.• 

Based on the contemporary theories examined above, we 
might perhaps venture that these invisible 'railway injuries' were 
triggered by a form of 'colony collapse' inflicted upon the bod
ily commonwealth, an unravelling of time-step contiguity across 

CNS segment-psyches as the deep temporalities of Victorian 

spines became pathologically desynchronized from their sen

sorium's speeding present. resulting in conflictive heterochro

nies. (Whiplash. after all. is produced by conflicting tempos: a 

simultaneity of acceleration and deceleration. lurch and inertia.) 

It is precisely the acceleration of modern technology that makes 

the archaic past reassert itself, more and more. as a drag upon 

the present. (Ours is a mind 'with a past', trawling a saurian tail. 

after all. And caudal trawl only comes from forward motion.) 

This reading. moreover, is not at all anachronistic: railway 

spine was seen as precisely an illness of time, a chronoblologl

cal ailment. For example. the English psychologist James Sully 

(1842-1923) had written that since the 'nervous system has 

been slowly built up' out of older forms, it follows 'that those 

nervous structures and connections which have to do with 

the higher intellectual processes [ ... ] have been the most recently 

evolved': 

3. J.E. Erichsen. On Railway and Other Injuries of the Nervous System 

(London, 1866). 

4. H.W. Page, Railway lnjunes: With Special Reference to those of the 

Back and Nervous System (New York, 1892), 36. 

Consequently, they would be the least deeply organized. and so 

the least stable: that Is to say, the most liable to be thrown hors 

de combat. [ ... ) And, in states of insanity, we see the process of 

nervous dissolution[ ... ) taking the reverse order of the process 

of evolution. 

Quoting Sully, Herbert Page (1845-1926) used this model to 

provide an aetiology for railway spine. claiming that 'when by 

the profound shock of a railway collision the "higher Intellectual 

processes" are thrown hors de combat', older evolutionary 

forms of neural functioning 'step out of their natural obscurity, 

and become the foci of [the] mind'. One thereby neurofunc

tionally recapitulates 'the lower animal. whose brain is hardly 

differentiated from the other parts of its nervous system. or 

which has no brain at all'. Railway spine is a whiplash caused 

by the lurch of an accelerating present acting against the his- . 

torical inertia of a spinal past. It is on speeding along the t racks 

of a time made constantly anew that we realise we have always 

been off the rails: for every lamina of consciousness is patho

logical from the 'functional perspective' of the other layers. 

An interesting implication of this is the abandonment of 

·normativity' as criterion of medical diagnostics and its whole

sale replacement with chronology and heterochrony. Here, time 

does all the explanatory work. Madness is a temporal recidivism 

of the nervous system, whereby neural operations that are 

perfectly healthy in lower organisms recur and recrudesce. 

'Healthy' becomes a relative term, and so too does any notion 

of 'the present'. (As with all recapitulatory notions, this approach 

relativizes all unified notions of the present: 'nowness' is, like 

the bodily commonwealth, an agonistic union of disaggregate 

time-series.) Neuronal pathology is, therefore, not so much 

pathophysiologica/ as it is pathochronological. Injury requires 
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neither lesion nor any erring from 'normal function', but merely 

time-state desynchronization. 
The key figure behind this nosological model that both Sully 

and Page draw upon was the English neurologist John Hugh

lings Jackson (1835-1911). Superimposing evolutiomiry hierarchy 

onto cerebrospinal anatomy, in his approach to nervous disease 

Jackson spoke of the 'evolutionary hierarchy of [our] nervous 

centres'-from the lowest 'horns of the spinal cord', through 

the 'corpus striatum', upward unto the 'prae-frontal' and 'occip

ital lobes'-and saw nervous malady as 'loss of function' in 
these 'topmost' and newest 'anatomico-physiological layers' 

along with attendant reversion of command to the lower, and 

older. centres. 'Different kinds of insanity are different local dis

solutions of the highest centres·. he inferred, and the type of 

affliction is thus 'dependent on disease at various levels from 

the bottom to the top of the central nervous system'. Insanity 

is a question of vertebral echelon. 

Jackson called this process 'devolution·. defined as a 

'reduction from the most voluntary of all towards the most 

automatic of all', the inevitable conclusion being that nervous 

disease is effectively an anomalous regression, a 'local reversal 

of evolution'. 
Jackson spoke therefore of delusions and manias as lapses 

into the past-in the fashion of neurological time travel-as 

the patient loses 'function of the highest [and] latest developed' 

cerebrospinal centres and lapses from 'his present "real" sur
roundings' into 'some former "ideal" surroundings' (as in Freud's 

invocation of the 'prehistoric landscape' inhabited by the schiz

oid; it comes as no surprise that Freud admired. and was inspired 

by, Jackson's work).5 Jackson explicitly highlighted and 

5. Sulloway, Freud, Biologist of the Mind, 270; and see also R.G. Goldstein, 

commended the fact that his spinally striated model of mad

ness removed normativity from medical diagnosis Uust as 

Darwinism was removing teleology from morphology), empha

sising that devolution is never absolute but only relative. With 

'the lower level of evolution [always] remaining'. it is, from this 

perspective of lower functioning, nothing other than 'healthy' 

and 'normal'. In other words, when one exhibits mania or delir

ium. it is only pathological from the perspective of the human 

parts of their nervous commonwealth: from the point of view 

of our inner lizard, everything's just fine. Talking of 'devolutions', 

therefore. Jackson noted that ·we must also take into account 

the undamaged remainder- the evolution still going on in what 

is left intact of a nervous system mutilated by disease·. He thus 

concluded that: 

We must not speak crudely of disease 'causing the symptoms of 

Insanity'. Popularly the expression may pass. but. properly speak

ing, disease of the highest cerebral centres no more causes posi

tive mental states. however abnormal they may seem. than opening 

floodgates causes water to flow. 

The present provides no absolute standard or criterion against 
which to measure what is 'pathological'. Disease is merely the 

past clamouring to get back in. And who can blame it? What 

appears as diseased isn't deviation from some lawlike biological 

norm. but instead an implex in time: and, as Ballard, Reich, and 

Ferenczi would concur, the 'higher' cerebral centres oppose only 

the ftimsiest of levees to this threatened inundation by the past. 

'The Higher and the Lower in Mental Life: An Essay on J. Hughllngs Jackson 
and Freud', Journal of the Amer/con Psychoonolytic Association 43:2 (1995), 

495- 515. 
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But if bodily time is relative, and the same goes for what is con

sidered healthy, then unilinearity becomes hard to discern and 

to hold steady. From one perspective, pathology is the Inertial 

drag of the past on the moving present: from another perspec

tive, such drag can only be caused by acceleration, which is itself 

nothing but the future arriving sooner. (Once again. whiplash Is 

acceleration and deceleration combined.) Precocious futurities 

and recidivist pasts merge at the limit. Modernity's schizophrenic 

tendencies-concentrated in a sickly railway spine-are an ail

ment of future perfection, of a precociousness of posterity, which 

Is nothing other than a past outstaying its welcome. One could 

call it posterus praecox. 'Railway spine' broke out when our 

ancestrally attuned backbones simply couldn't keep up. 

Of course, we are now so acclimatized to modernity's 

G-LOC- upon what Ballard called the 'highways' where we 

meet our 'deaths', those 'advanced causeways' to 'global Arma

geddon'-that we barely notice the lurch of temporal decom

pression sickness any more. Maybe these made-up diseases 

didn't go extinct. but the 'condition' has become a permanent 

(chronic) one. 

According to Jackson, though, devolution. and its relation 

to residual layers of evolution, could take many different forms. 

Illness and wellness, and even temporal positionality it self, is 

just a ratio between evolution and devolution, and there are as 

many maladies as there are relative ratios. Presaging Bleuler's 

'schizophrenia' and speaking of a condition he called 'mental 

diplopia', Jackson even claimed that neuronal 'devolution' can 

create a 'new person' residing within the same body. 6 (Of course, 

6. Ribot also claimed that various breakdowns of the memory and its sup

porting nervous system would lead to fracturing of the ego into conftlctive 

multitudes. See Ribot, 0/seoses of Memory, 106- 16. 

without an absolute frame of reference, the question of which 

soul is 'original' or 'primary' here becomes moot.) Jackson did 

note, however. that there are ·complete dissolutions' in which 

·no lower range of evolution remains': and here 'there is no per

son, but only a living creature' left. One can only think of a fur

ther threshold of devolution, but this would surely only ever 

be-from the perspective of the living- a death. (Perhaps it 

was these types of chronosthetic breakdowns that Barker was 

attempting to report upon in 'his' final manuscripts from the 

MVU period: 'A chittering tide. Devouring my hide. Starting 

from the Outside. This is the slide'.) 
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